
 
 
 
 
 
 

A PERFECT VENUE FOR ALL OCCASSIONS – MANDARIN ORIENTAL HYDE 

PARK, LONDON  

 

With a pre-eminent location, Mandarin Oriental Hyde Park, London is highly regarded as one 

of the city’s preferred venues for special occasions. Featuring luxurious interiors, extensive 

meeting and banquet facilities, award-winning cuisine and Mandarin Oriental’s gracious 

service, all rooms boast an abundance of natural daylight, a rarity in London. Bordering the 

capital’s finest royal park, Mandarin Oriental Hyde Park’s spectacular location combines 

with its impressive Victorian façade and classic English interiors to provide the quintessential 

London experience. 

 

The Loggia 

Situated directly on Hyde Park with unobstructed views across royal parkland, The Loggia 

boasts an abundance of natural daylight. It is distinctive in its circular design and gilded 

elegance. Tall French doors lead out onto a terrace. In an entirely exclusive arrangement, The 

Loggia has its own private Royal entrance from the park allowing guests to walk up the red 

carpet as Royal visitors have done before. The Loggia room is an idyllic setting for a 

gathering of up to 40 guests or for an intimate dinner of up to 30 guests. 

 

The Ballroom 

Dance in the footsteps of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. Extensively restored, the Ballroom 

presents a visual feast of rich 24-carat gilding, breathtaking chandeliers and dramatic floor to 

ceiling windows. Set against an enchanting backdrop in floral country garden like 

surroundings, the outdoor terrace provides a tranquil private outdoor space for celebrations. 

The ballroom has its own exclusive entrance onto Knightsbridge, a private foyer and 

cloakrooms and offers a wonderful setting for up to 200 people. The adjacent Carlyle Room 

is perfect for a champagne reception. 

 

For business meetings, The Asquith and The Balfour rooms offer state-of-the-art equipment 

whilst retaining a sense of tradition, calm and comfort. A personal host is provided  
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throughout. These spaces can even play host to an “after party” on the Lower Ground Floor, 

with dedicated event spaces offering a late night licence until 3am. 

 

About Mandarin Oriental Hyde Park, London  

With bustling Knightsbridge on its doorstep and leafy Hyde Park at its rear, Mandarin 

Oriental Hyde Park is London’s most prestigious address. Blending sumptuous guestrooms 

with a world-leading spa and a stylish bar, it is the definitive destination for a luxury escape. 

And with two award-winning restaurants including Bar Boulud, London and Dinner by 

Heston Blumenthal, the first London restaurant for one of the UK’s most renowned chefs, 

Mandarin Oriental Hyde Park stands at the culinary centre of the capital. 
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For further information, please contact: 

 

Sarah Cairns (scairns@mohg.com) 

Director of Communications 

Tel:  +44 (0) 20 7201 3814 

www.mandarinoriental.com/london 

 

Marie Norrington (mnorrington@mohg.com) 

PR Manager 

Tel: +44 (0) 20 7201 3609 

 

Francesca Lindberg (flindberg@mohg.com) 

Communications Executive 

Tel: +44 (0) 20 7201 3616 
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